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Abstract
Finite product preserving full faithful functors of monosorted nitary algebraic theories into
categories with nite products are investigated. One consequence of a general method presented
here is the result that for every triple m  n  p of natural numbers, there exist metric
spaces X1 = (P; d1) and X2 = (P; d2) such that the categories Nk(Xi) formed by all non-
expanding maps between nite powers X 0i , X
1
i , : : :, X
k−1
i of Xi with i = 1; 2 have the following
properties:
Nk(X1) is formed by the same maps as Nk(X2) i k  m;
Nk(X1) is isomorphic to Nk(X2) i k  n;
Nk(X1) is elementarily equivalent to Nk(X2) i k  p :
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1. Introduction
Problem 1 in Taylor’s monograph [13] asked for topological spaces X and Y , as nice
as possible, whose monoids M (X ) and M (Y ) of continuous selfmaps are isomorphic
but their clones Clo(X ) and Clo(Y ) (i.e., full subcategories of the category Top formed
by all continuous maps of nite powers X 0; X 1; X 2; : : : and Y 0; Y 1; Y 2; : : :) are not
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elementarily equivalent. This problem was solved in [14]. In fact, the following stronger
result has been proved there:
for every natural number n there exist metrizable spaces X , Y such that the
n-segments Clon(X ) and Clon(Y ) of their clones (i.e., full subcategories deter-
mined by X 0; : : : ; X n−1 and by Y 0; : : : ; Y n−1) are formed by the same maps be-
tween the powers P0; : : : ; Pn−1 of their common underlying set P but Clon+1(X )
and Clon+1(Y ) are not elementarily equivalent.
This result has been strengthened in [12], where it was shown that for every triple
m  n  p of natural numbers, there exist metrizable spaces X and Y such that
Clok(X ) is formed by the same maps as Clok(Y ) i k  m;
Clok(X ) is isomorphic to Clok(Y ) i k  n;
Clok(X ) is elementarily equivalent to Clok(Y ) i k  p :
()
Uniformly continuous maps of metric spaces were also examined in [15, 16], but these
papers did not address elementary equivalence of clone segments.
At the CSMCT’95 conference held in Cambridge in July 1995, I presented these re-
sults and showed that they follow from the representability of certain specic algebraic
theories (which I denoted T(;
), just as in the present paper) in the categories Top
and Unif . At that time, I was unable to answer an F. W. Lawvere’s question of whether
T(;
) could also be represented in the category Metr of all non-expanding maps of
metric spaces. This question is now answered positively by Theorem 1 of the present
paper. Then, a general categorial procedure (summarized in Theorem 2), with only
mild requirements on a concrete category K with constants, provides a representation
of T(;
) in K which implies the existence, for every triple m  n  p of natural
numbers, of two objects X , Y with a common underlying set P such that k-segments
Clok(X ) and Clok(Y ) of their clones inK satisfy (). As an application of Theorem 2,
we show that the claim () holds also in Metr, which is the result mentioned in the
abstract.
The proofs of both theorems are fairly involved, and they require preliminary re-
sults which may be of interest in themselves. The paper consists of eight paragraphs.
Section 2 presents all notions needed to formulate Theorems 1 and 2. Section 3 inves-
tigates rigid points of concrete categories with constants. Proposition 3.3, an analogy
of Herrlich’s result about continuous maps of powers of rigid spaces (see [6, 7]) is
essential for both theorems, and it could be of interest in itself. In Section 4, the inter-
nal structure of the algebraic theories T(;
) is described in a form suitable for the
proofs of both Theorems 1 and 2. Metrics on nite powers of metric spaces needed
to prove Theorem 1 are constructed in Section 5, while the proof itself is given in
Section 6. The notion of an n-cell of a clone (or clone segment) is introduced in Sec-
tion 7 in a form invariant both under isomorphism and elementary equivalence. The
Characterization Lemma of Section 7 claries its relation to  and 
 in T(;
), and
then becomes the principal tool, in Section 8, for the proof of Theorem 2.
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Simultaneous treatment of continuous, uniformly continuous and non-expanding maps
of powers of metric spaces will be presented in a forthcoming article on ‘simultaneous
representation’ of algebraic theories.
2. Preliminaries and the two main results
2.1. Let us recall that an algebraic theory T (mono-sorted, nitary, i.e. in the sense
of Lawvere [8]) with a base object a is a category, all objects of which are precisely
all nite powers of a, i.e. objT = fai j i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g, ai 6= aj whenever i 6= j
and for every i = f0; : : : ; i − 1g, an i-tuple of product projections (i)j : ai ! a with
j 2 i is specied. For every i-tuple of T-morphisms fj : ap ! a, j 2 i, the unique
T-morphism f : ap ! ai, with (i)j  f = fj for all j 2 i will be denoted by
f0 _    _fi−1
throughout the paper. We mention explicitly that a0 is a terminal object of T, that
is, the set T(ai; a0) of all T-morphisms ai ! a0 contains precisely one element for
every i. If (2)0 = 
(1)
0 , then T is called degenerate; otherwise T is nondegenerate. If
T is nondegenerate, then (i)j 6= (i)l for all j; l 2 i, j 6= l.
Let K be a category with nite products. A representation of an algebraic theory
T in K is a full faithful functor  :T!K which preserves all nite powers of the
base object a; explicitly, (ai) = ((a))i and ((i)j ) for j 2 i are product projections
in K for every nite i. In particular, the object (a0) must be a terminal object t of
K (i.e. the set K(x; t) contains precisely one element for each x 2 objK). It is clear
that the K-object (a) determines  uniquely up to a natural equivalence.
2.2. Following the terminology for toposes in [2], we say that a category K is well-
pointed if it has nite products and its terminal object t (=the product of the empty
collection of objects) is its generator (i.e. the hom-functor K(t; ) : K ! Set is
faithful). Clearly, the categories
Top of all topological spaces and all continuous maps,
Unif of all uniform spaces and all uniformly continuous maps,
Metr of all metric spaces of diameter  1 and all non-expanding maps (i.e. all
f : (P; d)! (P0; d0) with d0(f(x); f(y))  d(x; y))
are well-pointed.
If an algebraic theory T with a base object a has a representation  in a well-
pointed category K, then, clearly, T itself is well-pointed and the functors T(a0; )
and K(t; ( )) are naturally equivalent. This simple observation gives a wide variety
of algebraic theories non-representable in Top or Unif or Metr: every algebraic theory
representable in Top or Unif or Metr must be well-pointed.
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2.3. A functor H : T ! T0 of an algebraic theory T with a base object a to an
algebraic theory T0 with a base object a0 is a homomorphism if
H (ai) = (a0)i ; H ((i)j ) = 
0
j
(i) for all i and all j 2 i :
If H is one-to-one and full, then it is called an isomorphism of T onto T0. If H is
an inclusion, then T is called a subtheory of T0.
Let  be a nitary signature, that is, a set endowed by an ‘arity function’ ar :  !
! = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. We express it as  = S1n=0 n with n = (ar)−1(n). Let T()
denote the algebraic theory freely generated by , i.e. T() = T is an algebraic
theory such that every  2 n is a T-morphism an ! a (where a denotes the base
object of T) and T has the usual universal property: if T0 is an algebraic theory
(with a base object a0) and M :  !T0 is a map such that M () 2T0((a0)n; a0) for
every  2 n, then M can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism T!T0.
For a nitary signature  =
S1
n=0 n and 
n0, let T(;
) denote the largest
subtheory of T() which satises the statements (), () below:
() If  2 
, then  is not in T(;
).
() If the composite am ! an ! a is in T(;
) (where a denotes the base object)
and  2 , then  is also in T(;
).
The internal structure of the algebraic theories T(;
) will be described in Sec-
tion 4. Our main results concern the representations of certain T(;
), and this is
why a description of their internal structure will be one of our principal tools.
2.4. Let  be a cardinal number. We say that a category K with nite products is
-comprehensive if, for every nitary signature  with
card0  + card( n 0)
and every 
 n 0, the algebraic theory T(;
) has a representation in K. We
say that K is comprehensive if it is -comprehensive for some cardinal number .
Theorem 1. The categories Top; Unif ; Metr are 2@0 -comprehensive.
The result concerning Unif is implicitly contained in [16], and the result about Top
in [12]. The 2@0 - comprehensivity of Metr is quite new, however, and we concentrate
on this case in our proof. Modications of the proof needed for the case of Unif or
Top could be done by means of reasoning presented in [16, 12].
2.5. Let T be an algebraic theory with a base object a. Its n-segment Tn is a full
subcategory of T determined by fa0; : : : ; an−1g, for every natural number n  1. A
clone with a scheme T is a pair (T; F) where T is an algebraic theory (with a
base object a) and F : T ! Set is a faithful functor which sends each an to the
Cartesian n-th power (F(a))n of F(a) and the special product-projections (i)j in T to
the Cartesian projections in Set. An n-segment (Tn; Fn) of a clone (T; F) is a pair
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where Tn is an n-segment of T and Fn is the domain restriction of F to Tn. If
n =1, then (Tn; Fn) is the whole clone (T; F).
Let (T; F) and (T0; F 0) be clones, let n 2 f1; 2; : : : ;1g. We write
(Tn; Fn) femb (T0n; F
0
n)
if either Tn has a full embedding (= full faithful functor) into T0 or T0n has a full
embedding into T. We write
(Tn; Fn) iso (T0n; F
0
n)
if there is an isofunctor  of Tn onto T0n; if, moreover, F
0
n   = Fn, we put
(Tn; Fn) = (T0n; F
0
n)
and, nally, we put
(Tn; Fn) ee (T0n; F
0
n)
ifTn is elementarily equivalent toT0n, that is, ifTn andT
0
n satisfy the same sentences
of the rst order language of clone n-segments (for a brief description of this language
see 7.8{9 of the present paper).
2.6. Let a concrete category (K; U ) have the transfer property (meaning that if b 2
objK and f is a bijection of the set U (b) onto a set X , then there exists c 2 objK
and an isomorphism  2 K(b; c) with U (c) = X , U () = f, see e.g. [11]; in [1],
the term transportable concrete category is used), let K be well-pointed, and let the
functor U :K ! Set be naturally equivalent to K(t; ) for a terminal object t. Then
every n-tuple b0; : : : ; bn−1 of objects of K with n  1 has an actual product, that is,
a product b0  : : :  bn−1 sent by U to the Cartesian product U (b0)  : : :  U (bn−1)
and whose product projections are sent by U to the Cartesian projections.
For a non-initial object a of K, we denote by Clo(a) the clone (T; F), where T
is the full subcategory of K with objT = fa0; a; a2; : : :g in which each ai is an actual
i-th power of a (this guarantees that ai 6= aj whenever i 6= j) and F :T! Set is the
domain-restriction of U to T. Its n-segment will be denoted by Clon(a) (and Clo1(a)
means the whole Clo(a)).
If a, b are non-initial objects of K, U (a) = U (b), and if r is one of the earlier
dened relations ee, =, iso, femb, we set
(r; a; b) = supfn j Clon(a) r Clon(b)g :
Clearly, (r; a; b) is an element of f1; 2; : : : ;1g and the following inequalities are
satised (we omit the repeating a and b):
(=)  (iso)  (femb) and (iso)  (ee) :
Theorem 2. Let (K; U ) be a concrete category with the transfer property; let K be
well-pointed; and let U be naturally equivalent to K(t; ) for a terminal object t. If
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K is comprehensive; then; for every triple 1  2  3 of elements of f1; 2; : : : ;1g;
there exist non-initial objects a; b of K such that U (a) = U (b) and
1 = (=; a; b) ;
2 = (iso; a; b) = (femb; a; b) ;
3 = (ee; a; b) :
Corollary. Clearly; Top; Unif ; Metr are well-pointed concrete categories with the
transfer property; and their forgetful functors are naturally equivalent to K(t; ). By
Theorem 1; they are all comprehensive so that Theorem 2 can be applied. This gives;
for K = Metr; the result described in the abstract and; for K = Top; the result of
[12].
Remark. The method of the present paper cannot be used to produce objects a, b with
distinct (iso) and (femb), see 3.5 below.
3. Rigid points in concrete categories with all constants
3.1. Let (K; U ) be a concrete category, that is, let U :K! Set be a faithful functor.
We recall that (K; U ) is said to have all constants if, for every a; b 2 objK, every
constant map U (a) ! U (b) carries a K-morphism a ! b; for any x 2 U (b), we let
cx denote the morphism a ! b for which U (cx) is the constant map with the value x.
Let (K; U ) be a concrete category with all constants. Let a 2 objK and x 2 U (a).
We say that x is a rigid point of a (in (K; U )) if, for every f 2 K(a; a) with
x 2 ImU (f) (where Im h denotes the image h(X ) for arbitrary map h : X ! Y ),
either f = 1a or f = cx.
3.2. Proposition. Let (K; U ) be a concrete category with all constants. If b 2 objK
is isomorphic to a1  a2; if U preserves the product a1  a2 and if cardU (ai) > 1
for i = 1; 2; then b has no rigid point.
Proof. We may suppose that b = a1a2 and U (b) = U (a1)U (a2). Let i : a1a2 !
ai, i = 1; 2, be the product projections, and let x = (x1; x2) be an arbitrary point of
U (b). We show that x is not a rigid point of b. In fact, we have x 2 Im h where
h : U (b)! U (b) is given by
h(y1; y2) = (y1; x2) :
Clearly, h is neither a constant nor the identity, and
h = U (1  cx2 ) 2K(b; b) :
3.3. Proposition. Let (K; U ) be a concrete category with all constants. Let a 2 objK
have and U preserve an n-th power an of a in K; n > 1. If a has at least 3 distinct
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rigid points; then for every morphism f 2K(an; a) which is not a product projection;
either U (f) is constant or ImU (f) contains no rigid point of a.
Proof. Let us denote X = U (a). We may suppose that U (an) =
Q
j2n Xj with Xj = X
for all j 2 n, and that U maps each product projection j : an ! a with j 2 n to the
corresponding product projection X n ! X (sending (x0; : : : ; xi−1) to xj).
Given z = (z0; : : : ; zn−1) 2 X n and j 2 n, we denote ej; z : a ! an the morphism
cz0 _ : : : _czj−1 _1a _czj+1 _ : : : _czn−1 , that is, ej; z is the morphism for which U (ej; z)
sends any x 2 X to a point which can dier from z only in its jth coordinate and
whose jth coordinate is equal to x.
Let a morphism f 2K(an; a) be given. We investigate the following two cases:
(1) There exist q = (q0; : : : ; qn−1) 2 X n and i 2 n such that f  ei; q is equal to 1a.
We prove that, in this case, f = i.
(1,a) Choose j 2 n, j 6= i. Choose b = (b0; : : : ; bn) such that bl = ql for all
l 2 n n fig (so that ei;b = ei;q), bi is a rigid point of a and bi 6= qj. We show
that f  ej;b = cbi . In fact,
ej;b(bj) = b = ei;b(bi) ;
so that
[U (f  ej;b)](qj) = [U (f  ej;b)](bj) = [U (f)](b)
= [U (f  ei;b)](bi) = [U (f  ei;q)](bi) = bi :
Since bi is a rigid point of a and bi 2 Im(f  ej;b), f  ej;b must be either
1a or cbi . But U (f  ej;b) is not the identity because it sends qj to bi and we
have chosen bi 6= qj. Thus f  ej;b = cbi :
(1,b) Choose j 2 n, j 6= i. We show that for every z = (z0; : : : ; zn−1) 2 X n which
diers from q in at most the jth coordinate, we have f  ei; z = 1a.
Choose b; d 2 X n so that
bl = dl = ql for all l 2 n n fig;
bi; di are two distinct rigid points of a ; both distinct from qj :
By (1,a), we have
f  ej;b = cbi and f  ej;d = cdi :
Denote b0 (resp. d0) the point of X n which diers from b (resp. d) in at most
the jth coordinate and this jth coordinate is equal to zj. Then
[U (ei; z)](bi) = b0 = [U (ej;b)](zj);
[U (ei; z)](di) = d0 = [U (ej;d)](zj) :
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Hence
[U (f  ei; z)](bi) = [U (f  ej;b)](zj) = bi;
[U (f  ei; z)](di) = [U (f  ej;d)](zj) = di :
Since bi 6= di and both bi, di are rigid points of a contained in ImU (f  ei; z),
necessarily f  ei; z is equal to 1a.
(1,c) If z diers from q in at most one coordinate, then f  ei; z = 1a, by (1,b). If
y diers from z in at most one coordinate, then f  ei;y = 1a, by (1,b) again.
Now, we proceed by induction; nally we conclude that f  ei; z = 1a for all
z 2 X n. But this means that f = i.
(2) The statement in (1) is not valid, i.e., f  ei;q never equals 1a. We subdivide
this case as follows.
(2,1) There exist i 2 n, q 2 X n and d 2 X such that [U (f  ei;q)](d) is a rigid point
of a. We show that U (f) is constant.
(2,1,a) Since f  ei;q is not 1a and ImU (f  ei;q) contains a rigid point b = [U (f 
ei;q)](d), necessarily f  ei;q = cb.
(2,1,b) Choose j 2 n, j 6= i. Since fej;q is not 1a, it is either constant or ImU (fej;q)
contains no rigid point. The latter case is impossible because [U (fej;q)](qj) =
[U (f  ei;q)](qi) = b.
(2,1,c) By (2,1,b), U (f) is a constant with the value b on the set of all z 2 X n which
dier from q in at most one coordinate. We proceed by induction and conclude,
as in (1,c), that U (f) is constant on the whole X n.
(2,2) The statement (2,1) is not valid. In this case it is clear that ImU (f) contains
no rigid point of a.
Corollary. If (K; U ) and a 2 objK satisfy the above assumptions; then the set
K(an; a) contains precisely n distinct morphisms f for which U (f) is surjective;
namely the product projections. Hence the number n can be `recognized' from it.
Remark. In [7], H. Herrlich proved that if X is a rigid Hausdor topological space
(i.e. if every point of X is a rigid point in our sense), then every continuous map
f : X n ! X is either a projection or a constant. In [13], W. Taylor observed that for
a nite n and card X  3, the topology is irrelevant and the result can be transferred
to any concrete category with constants. In [14], the Herrlich’s result is generalized to
B-semirigid spaces. The Taylor’s observation can be used also for the result of [14].
This leads to the above proposition (formulated without proof in [16]).
3.4. If (K1; U1), (K2; U2) are concrete categories with all constants and  :K1 !K2
is a full embedding, then the functors U1, U2  :K1 ! Set are naturally equivalent.
In fact, for every a 2 objK1, each x 2 U1(a) determines the morphism cx 2K1(a; a)
which is a left zero of the endomorphism monoid K1(a; a); conversely, every left
zero of the endomorphism monoid K1(a; a) must be carried by a constant map so it
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is equal to some cx; the functor  maps the set of all left zeros in K1(a; a) bijectively
onto the set of all left zeros in K2((a); (a)). If we dene a map
a : U1(a)! U2((a))
by requiring that a(x) = y just when cy = (cx), then  = fa j a 2 objK1g is a
natural transformation of U1 onto U2  . (This well-known argument is used, in its
semigroup formulation, already in [9], for instance.) Hence, for every a; b 2 objK1
and every f 2K1(a; b), we have
U2((f)) = b  U1(f)  −1a :
This formula implies easily the three statements below:
(i) U1(f) : U1(a)! U1(b) is one-to-one (or nonconstant or surjective) i U2((f))
is one-to-one (or nonconstant or surjective);
(ii) if f; g 2K1(a; b) then ImU1(f) \ ImU1(g) 6= ; (or ImU1(f) ImU1(g)) i
ImU2((f)) \ ImU2((g)) 6= ; (or ImU2((f)) ImU2((g)));
(iii) x is a rigid point of a 2 objK1 in (K1; U1) i a(x) is a rigid point of (a)
in (K2; U2).
3.5. Let (K1; F1) and (K2; F2) be clones or clone segments, let a1 and a2 denote their
base objects. Assume also that both (K1; F1) and (K2; F2) have all constants.
Proposition. Let  : K1 ! K2 be an arbitrary full embedding. If a1 has at least
three distinct rigid points in (K1; F1); then
(i) (a1) = a2 and (an1) = a
n
2 for all a
n
1 in K1;
(ii) for every n with an1 inK1 there is a permutation  : n ! n such that (1(n)i ) =
2
(n)
 (i); where j
(n)
i : a
n
j ! aj are product projections for j = 1; 2.
Proof. We have (a01) = a
0
2 because a
0
i is the only object of Ki whose underlying
set Fi(a0i ) has the cardinality 1. By 3.2, no a
n
2 with n > 1 has a rigid point. Whence
(a1) = a2. Moreover, (an1) = a
n
2 for all n > 1 with a
n
1 in K1, by Corollary in 3.3.
This corollary also implies the statement about 1
(n)
i and 2
(n)
i .
Corollary. Under the above assumptions about (K1; F1) and (K2; F2); if K1 admits
a full embedding into K2 then either (K1; F1) and (K2; F2) are isomorphic clones
or (K1; F1) is isomorphic to a segment of the clone (or the clone segment) (K2; F2).
Consequently; if both (K1; F1) and (K2; F2) are n-segments of clones and
(K1; F1) noniso (K2; F2) ;
then already
(K1; F1) nonfemb (K2; F2) :
This explains Remark 2.6.
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4. The internal structure of T() and T(;
)
4.1. Even though the internal structure of T() is well known, let us describe it
briey to explain our notation and terminology. Thus, let  be a nitary signature,
that is, a set endowed by a function ar :  ! ! = f0; 1; : : :g. Set n = (ar)−1(n).
Let a denote the base object of T = T(). It is well-known that the set L(m) of all
T-morphisms am ! a is the underlying set of a free -algebra over m generators.
The set L(m) =T(am; a) is obtained as L(m) =
S1
k=0 L
(m)
k , with its subsets L
(m)
k dened
inductively as follows:
L(m)0 = f(m)0 ; : : : ; (m)m−1g [ f  (m) j  2 0g;
where the product projections (m)j play the ro^le of generators in this construction and
the expressions   (m),  2 0, are constants in this construction (we shall denote
(m) : am ! a0 the unique morphism of am into the terminal object a0 in T). The
remaining sets L(m)k are dened successively by the inductive formula
L(m)k+1 = L
(m)
k [
[
2n0
f(f0; : : : ; far −1) jfi 2 L(m)k for all i 2 ar g ;
where (f0; : : : ; far −1) is a term (= a formal expression) created from the already
existing terms f0; : : : ; far −1.
Simultaneously with the elements of L(m), we dene their depth d by
d((m)j ) = 0 for all j 2 m and d(  (m)) = 0 for all  2 0;
if f = (f0; : : : ; far −1) 2 L(m)k+1 ; then d(f) = 1 + maxj2ar  d(fj) :
Thus d(f) is the smallest integer k for which f 2 L(m)k .
If m = 0, then (0) : a0 ! a0 is nothing but 1a0 , so that instead of   (0) with
 2 0 we shall write simply . Hence L(0)0 = 0 and the formula for L(0)k+1 remains
unchanged. For m = 1, we have only one product projection (1)0 , namely 1a. Hence
L(1)0 = f1ag [ f  (1) j  2 0g and the formula for L(1)k+1 remains unchanged.
If n > 1, then T(am; an) is dened as the set of all n-tuples (f0; : : : ; fn−1) of
elements of T(am; a). The unique element (the empty tuple) of T(am; a0) has been
already denoted by (m).
4.2. Next we dene the composition  in T: rst, we dene    in case when
 : an ! am and  : am ! a. This is done by induction on d():
d() = 0 : if  =   (m);  2 0; then    =   (n);
if m > 0 and  = (m)j ; then necessarily  = (0; : : : ; m−1);
and we put    = j;
d()> 0 : then  = (f0; : : : ; far −1);  2  n 0; and we dene
inductively    = (f0  ; : : : ; far −1  ) :
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[Informally: j is substituted instead of 
(m)
j and   (m) is replaced by   (n) in the
term .]
For  : an ! am and  : am ! ap with p 6= 1, the composite    is dened as
follows:
p = 0 :    = (n)
p > 1 : then  = (0; : : : ; p−1) and    is dened
as (0  ; : : : ; p−1  ) :
4.3. We omit the proofs of the following three well-known properties of T =T():
(a) T is really a category, i.e. the composition  is associative, (0) is the unit 1a0
and ((n)0 ; : : : ; 
(n)
n−1) is the unit 1an for all n  1; since
(((n)0 ; : : : ; 
(n)
n−1))  (f0; : : : ; fn−1) = (f0; : : : ; fn−1) for all  2 n ;
we denote the term ((n)0 ; : : : ; 
(n)
n−1) simply by ; since
(  (0))  (m) =   (m) for all  2 0 ;
we not only denote the term   (0) by , but also   (m) by   (m).
(b) T is really an algebraic theory, i.e. an with (n)0 ; : : : ; 
(n)
n−1 really form a product
of n copies of a; in fact, for f0; : : : ; fn−1 2 T(am; a), the unique morphism f =
f0 _    _fn−1 : am ! an with (n)j  f = fj for all j 2 n is precisely the n-tuple
(f0; : : : ; fn−1) 2T(am; an); moreover, every term (f0; : : : ; far −1) in T(am; a) with
 2  n 0, is precisely the morphism   (f0 _    _far −1);
(c) T =T() is really freely generated by , i.e. nT(an; a) (under the con-
vention in a) and if T0 is an algebraic theory with a base object a0 and M is a map of
 into T0 such that n is mapped into T0((a0)n; a0), then M can be uniquely extended
to a homomorphism H :T!T0 of algebraic theories.
4.4. Proposition. Let  be a nitary signature such that card > 1 and 0 6= ;.
Then T() is well-pointed.
Proof. Let a denote the base object of T =T().
We have to prove that a0 is a generator of T. Clearly, it is sucient to prove the
following weaker statement: for any distinct ;  2T(am; a), there exists  2T(a0; am)
such that    6=   .
(1) First we note that for every  2 T(am; a) and any m-tuple  = (0; : : : ; 0) of
elements of 0, the depth d(  ) is equal to d() { the proof by induction on d()
is quite easy. This implies that if d() 6= d(), then d(  ) 6= d(  ), and hence
   6=   .
(2) Thus, it remains to nd a  2 T(a0; am) with    6=    only in case when
d() = d(). This is done by induction on d(). The only non-trivial case is that of
d() = d() = 0 because the induction step is quite easy: if d() = d() > 0 then
 = (f0; : : : ; far −1) and  = 0(g0; : : : ; gar 0−1) for some ; 0 2  n 0; if  6= 0,
then    6=    for arbitrary  2 T(a0; am); if  = 0, then necessarily fi 6= gi for
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some i 2 ar  and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there exists  2 T(a0; am)
such that fi   6= gi  . Hence    6=   .
(3) Finally, let us suppose that d() = d() = 0. This is the only case using the
assumption that card > 1; we deduce from it that cardT(a0; a)> 1. We can either
choose distinct 1; 2 2 0 or to nd 1 2 0 and set 2 = (1; : : : ; 1), where
 2  n 0. Hence, if  = (m)i and  = (m)j , i 6= j, we let  be any m-tuple of
elements of T(a0; a) such that its ith member is 1 and its jth member is 2; then
   6=   . If  = (m)i and  =   (m) with  2 0 (or vice versa), we let  be any
m-tuple such that its ith member is either 1 or 2, distinct from . If  =   (m),
 = 0  (m), ; 0 2 0,  6= 0, then  2T(a0; am) may be chosen arbitrarily.
4.5. Summary. Let  be a nitary signature with card > 1 and 0 6= ;. Then
T =T() is well-pointed, by 4.4. Hence the clone (T; F) with F =T(a0; ), where
a denotes the base object of T, is a clone with all constants. Clearly,
every element of 0 is a rigid point of a in (T; F):
Consequently, if card0  3, all results of Section 3 can be applied to the clone
(T; F) and to its segments.
Convention. We introduce notation which will be used throughout the remainder of the
paper. If card  1, 0 6= ; and (T; F) is the corresponding clone, i.e., if T =T()
and F =T(a0; ), we denote
P =T(a0; a) = F(a); B = P n 0 :
If  2  n 0, then F() : Par  ! P is, clearly, one-to-one and we denote
B = Im F() :
Clearly, B =
S
2n0 B, f0g [ fB j  2  n 0g is a disjoint decomposition of P
and (P; fF() j  2 g) is an initial -algebra (=free -algebra over the empty set
of generators) in the usual sense of universal algebra (i.e. P is its underlying set and
F() : Par  ! P are its basic operations, with P0 being the set F(a0)).
The notation introduced here will be used in the rest of Section 4, and in Sections 6
and 7. In Section 5, P and B are general, BP. But the notions and results of Section 5
are applied to our specic meaning of P and B in Sections 6 and 7.
Corollary. If B; k = ff 2 B jd(f) = kg (where d(f) is the depth of f; see 4:1) for
k = 1; 2; : : : and  2  n 0; then F() sends bijectively
(0)
ar  onto B;10
B@0 [ [
2n0
j=1;:::; k
B; j
1
CA
ar 
n
0
B@0 [ [
2n0
j=1;:::; k−1
B; j
1
CA
ar 
onto B; k+1
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and B =
S1
k=1 B; k for all  2  n 0. Finally, denote Bk =
S
2n0 B; k so that
B =
S1
k=1 Bk .
4.6. In Section 6, we shall need the following simple claim.
Lemma. If ; T =T(); F =T(a0; ) are as above; then every split epi f 2T(a; a)
is necessarily equal to 1a.
Proof. No f with d(f) > 0 can be a split epi because Im F(f)B if f =   h
with  2  n0. If d(f) = 0, then either f is a constant and then it is not a split epi
because card P > 1, or else f = 1a.
4.7. The internal structure of T(;
).
Recall that, for 
n0, T(;
) is the largest subtheory of T() which satises
() and () in 2.3.
LetT
 denote the subtheoryT(;
) ofT =T(). First, we constructT
(am; a) =S1
k=0 S
(m)
k , similarly to the construction of T(a
m; a):
S(m)0 = L
(m)
0 = f(m)0 ; : : : ; (m)m−1g [ f  (m) j  2 0g;
where (m) : am ! a0 denotes the unique morphism of am into the terminal object a0
also in T
;
S(m)1 = S
(m)
0 [
[
2n(0[
)
f(f0; : : : ; far −1) jfi 2 S(n)0 for all i 2 ar g
[
[
2

f(f0; : : : ; far −1) jfi 2 S(m)0 for all i 2 ar 
and either fi = fj for some i; j 2 ar  with i 6= j
or fi = 0  (m) for some i 2 ar  and 0 2 0g :
[Informally: we have to delete from T() not only each  = ((n)0 ; : : : ; 
(n)
n−1) with
 2 n \ 
, by () in 2.3, but also every ((m) (0); : : : ; (m) (n−1)) for which  : n ! m
is a one-to-one map; this is because the term ((m) (0); : : : ; 
(m)
 (n−1)) is equal to  
((m) (0) _    _(m) (n−1)) and (m) (0) _    _(m) (n−1) : am ! an is a split epi if the map
 : n ! m is one-to-one.]
We continue the denition by the inductive formula
S(m)k+1 = S
(m)
k [
[
2n0
f(f0; : : : ; far −1) jfi 2 S(m)k for all i 2 ar  and
fi 62 S(m)k−1 for at least one i 2 ar g ;
S(m) =
1[
k=0
S(m)k :
The depth d(f) of an element f of S(m) is the same as in L(m).
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[Informally: S(m) is the set of all terms in L(m) which do not contain any subterm
of the form ((m) (0); : : : ; 
(m)
 (n−1)) with  2 
 \ n and a one-to-one map  : n ! m.]
If n > 1, then T
(am; an) is dened as the set of all n-tuples (f0; : : : ; fn−1)
of T
(am; a), while the morphism (m) (the empty tuple) is the unique member of
T
(am; a0), just as in T.
It is clear that T
 is closed with respect to the composition  of T and contains
all the units of T. Whence T
 is really a subcategory of T. The fact that it is the
largest subtheory of T which satises () and () of 2.3 is evident.
Observation. If T is well-pointed, then T
 is also well pointed. Moreover,
T(a0; a) =T
(a0; a)
because L(0)k = S
(0)
k for all k = 0; 1; : : : . Finally, if x 2 P = T(a0; a) is a rigid point
of T, then it is also a rigid point of T
.
5. Metrics on products of spaces
5.1. The category Metr of all metric spaces (P; %) of diameter  1 and all non-
expanding maps is complete, but we shall use only nite powers (Pn; %n) of spaces
(P; %). Let us recall that if x = (x0; : : : ; xn−1), y = (y0; : : : ; yn−1) 2 Pn, then %n is given
by the formula
%n(x; y) = max
i=0;:::;n−1
(%(xi; yi)) :
In this paragraph, we construct some metrics needed to prove, in Section 6, that Metr
is 2@0 -comprehensive.
5.2. Let B be a closed subset of (P; %) 2 objMetr, let u be a metric on B such that
u  % on B (i.e. u(a; b)  %(a; b) for all a; b 2 B). Following [3], we dene a metric
 = %  u on P by the formula
(x; y) = minf%(x; y); inf
a;b2B
(%(x; a) + u(a; b) + %(b; y))g :
Then
()   % and (a; b) = u(a; b) for all a; b 2 B;
() (x; y)  minf%(x; y); %(x; B) + %(y; B)g;
()  and % determine the same topology on P n B; moreover, for every x 2 P n B
there exists an  > 0 such that (x; y) = %(x; y) whenever %(x; y)< ;
() B is a closed subset of (P; ).
If u1  u2  % on B, then, clearly, %  u1  %  u2.
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5.3. Let B be a subset of P, let P n B 6= ; and n  1. The following subsets of Pn
will play an important ro^le in our investigations:
Pn[i; B] = f(x0; : : : ; xn−1) 2 Pn j xi 2 Bg for i 2 n;
Pn[i; c] = f(x0; : : : ; xn−1) 2 Pn j xi = cg for i 2 n; c 2 P;
Pn[i; j] = f(x0; : : : ; xn−1) 2 Pn j xi = xjg for i; j 2 n; i 6= j :
We call all these sets and all their subsets B-small subsets of Pn. Clearly, if n = 1,
then Pn[i; B] = B, Pn[i; c] = fcg and there are no sets Pn[i; j].
The aim of this paragraph is to prove the proposition below.
Proposition. Let (P; %) be a connected space of a positive diameter  1; let B be its
closed subset and P n B 6= ;. Let n  1. Then there exists a metric ~% on the set Pn
such that the restriction of ~% to any B-small subset of Pn is equal to the restriction
of %n to this subset; but
%n  ~%  1 and %n 6= ~% :
The remainder of this paragraph is devoted to the construction of such a metric ~%.
5.4. First, let n > 1. We investigate an auxiliary function f on Pn dened by the
formula
f(x; y) = max
i2n
%(xi; yi) + min
i2n
%(xi; yi) :
Observations. We note that
(i) f(x; y) = f(y; x)  %n(x; y),
(ii) f(x; y) = %n(x; y) whenever x; y 2 Pn[i; c] for some i 2 n and c 2 P.
In general, however, the function f does not satisfy the triangle inequality. For every
nite sequence z = fx(0); : : : ; x(s)g of elements of Pn we write
(z) =
X
i2s
f(x(i); x(i+1)) :
Given x; y 2 Pn, we denote by hx; yi the set of all nite sequences z = fx(0); : : : ; x(s)g
with s = 1; 2; : : :, and such that x(0) = x and x(s) = y, and then set
(x; y) = inf
z2hx;yi
(z) :
Observation.  is a metric on Pn and %n    f; whence (x; y) = %n(x; y) whenever
x; y 2 Pn[i; c] for some i 2 n and c 2 P.
5.5. Lemma. Let x; y 2 Pn satisfy
%(xj; yj) =  > 0 for all j 2 n :
Then (x; y)  [n=(n− 1)].
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Proof. (a) Let z = fx(0); : : : ; x(s)g be in hx; yi, so that x(0) = x and x(s) = y. We show
that (z)  [n=(n− 1)].
(b) Let us write dij = %(x
(i)
j ; x
(i+1)
j ) for all j 2 n and i 2 s. For every i 2 s choose
one j(i) 2 n and one l(i) 2 n such that
dij(i) = minj2n
dij and d
i
l(i) = maxj2n
dij :
Hence (z) =
P
i2s f(x
(i); x(i+1)) is equal toX
i2s
dij(i) +
X
i2s
dil(i) :
(c) For every j 2 n put Aj = fi 2 s j j(i) = jg, so that fAj j j 2 ng is a disjoint
decomposition of s. Write Bj = snAj and then denote j =
P
j2Aj d
i
j and j =
P
j2Bj d
i
j.
FromX
i2s
dij  %(x(0)j ; x(s)j ) = 
it follows that j  − j.
(d) Now, let us show thatX
i2s
dil(i) 
n
n− 1 −
1
n− 1
X
j2n
j :
We calculate
n 
 X
i2s
dil(i)
!
=
X
j2n
0
@ X
i2Aj[Bj
dil(i)
1
A
=
X
j2n
0
@X
i2Aj
dil(i)
1
A+X
j2n
0
@X
i2Bj
dil(i)
1
A :
Since fAj j j 2 ng is a disjoint decomposition of s, the rst summand above equalsP
i2s d
i
l(i) and hence the second summand equals (n− 1)
P
i2s d
i
l(i). Therefore
(n− 1)
X
i2s
dil(i) =
X
j2n
0
@X
i2Bj
dil(i)
1
A X
j2n
X
i2Bj
dij
=
X
j2n
j 
X
j2n
(− j) = n−
X
j2n
j
which gives the desired inequality.
(e) We conclude that
(z) =
X
i2s
f(x(i); x(i+1))  n
n− 1 −
1
n− 1
X
j2n
j +
X
i2s
dij(i) :
But the last summand is precisely
P
j2n j, and (z)  [n=(n− 1)] follows.
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Observation. Clearly, the metrics %n and  are equivalent (because %n(x; y)  (x; y) 
%(x0; y0) + : : :+ %(xn−1; yn−1)).
5.6. The set
S =
[
i2n
Pn[i; B] [
[
i;j2n
i 6=j
Pn[i; j] :
is a closed subset of (Pn; %n) and hence of (Pn; ), and %n   on S. Thus we can use
5.2 now: we dene ~% as minimum of 1 and   %n with respect to S, i.e.,
~%(x; y) = minf1; (x; y); inf
a;b2S
((x; a) + %n(a; b) + (b; y))g :
Then, clearly, %n  ~%   and
%n(x; y) = ~%(x; y)
whenever x, y belong to the same B-small set.
To complete the proof of Proposition 5.3, we need only show that %n 6= ~%. Since
(P; %) is connected, B is its closed subset and P n B 6= ;, it is possible to nd
a0; : : : ; an−1 2 P n B such that ai 6= aj whenever i 6= j and a = (a0; : : : ; an−1) 2
Pn n S. Since S is closed in (Pn; ), there is some 1 >  > 0 such that (a; S) > 
and ~% coincides with  in the -neighbourhood of a, by 5.2(). Let us choose  > 0
with [n=(n− 1)] <  and, for every i 2 n, a point bi 2 P such that %(ai; bi) = 
(this is possible because (P; %) is connected). Then, for b = (b0; : : : ; bn−1), we have
%n(a; b) = maxi2n %(ai; bi) =  while (a; b) = [n=(n− 1)], by Lemma 5.5. Since b is
in the -neighbourhood of a, we get ~%(a; b) = (a; b), so that ~%(a; b) 6= %n(a; b).
5.7. Finally, we prove Proposition 5.3 for n = 1. We choose a; b 2 P n B so that
0 < %(a; b) < 1, and nd a continuous real-valued function h on (P; %), 0  h  1
such that h(a) = 1 and h(x) = 0 for all x 2 B [ fbg, and then put
~%(x; y) = minf1; %(x; y) + jh(x)− h(y)jg :
Clearly %  ~%  1, the metrics ~%, % coincide on B (which is the unique B-small subset
with more than one point), and % 6= ~% because ~%(a; b) = 1> %(a; b).
Remark. Metrics can be replaced by pseudometrics in the whole paragraph. In fact,
we apply the results of this paragraph to pseudometrics in 6.6; however, in 6.7, we
prove that all these pseudometrices are metrics anyway.
6. Proof of Theorem 1
6.1. If  : T(;
) ! Metr is a representation of an algebraic theory T(;
) with
a base object a, then  is completely determined by the metric space (a). By 2.2,
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the metric space (a) must have the form (P; ) where P = [T(;
)](a0; a). In what
follows, we shall use the notation of Convention 4.5, with no further reference to this
fact. For clarity, we shall write p instead of F() for  2 n0. Thus p : Par  ! P
is a one-to-one map of Par  onto B. First, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma. Let  be a metric on P such that diam(P; )  1 and
(i) if  2 n n 
 with n  1, then p is an isometry of (Pn; n) onto (B; =B);
(ii) if  2 n\
, then p−1 is a non-expanding map of (B; =B) onto (Pn; n) but
p is not a non-expanding map of (Pn; n) onto (B; =B), although its restriction to
any B-small subset (see 5.3) of Pn is non-expanding (and hence an isometry);
(iii) if f : (P; )! (P; ) is a continuous map which is not the identity, then either
f is constant or ImfB;
(iv) (P; ) is connected, and (B; B0) = 1 whenever ; 0 2  n 0,  6= 0.
Then the metric space (a) = (P; ) determines a representation  of T =T(;
)
in Metr.
We prove this lemma in 6.2{6.4 below.
6.2. We certainly set (a) = (P; ) and (an) = (Pn; n). Then we dene a map 
of the set T
(am; a) =
S1
k=0 S
(m)
k (see 4.7) into the set of all non-expanding maps
Metr((Pm; m); (P; )) inductively as follows:
(a) Let m  1:
S(m)0 : (1) (
(m)
j ) is the jth Cartesian projection P
m ! P, let us denote it (m)j as well;
(2) ( (m)) is the constant map Pm ! P with the value  2 P for any  2 0;
S(m)1 : if g = (f0; : : : ; far −1), fi 2 S(m)0 for all i 2 ar ,  2  n 0, we put
(g) = p  ((f0) _    _(far −1)) :
Then (g) is non-expanding because (fi) are non-expanding, so that
h = (f0) _    _(far −1)
is also non-expanding, and either  62 
, whence p is non-expanding, or fi = fj
for some i 6= j { hence Im hPm[i; j] or fi = 0  (m) for some i 2 m { hence
Im hPm[i; 0]; thus, if  2 
, then Im h is a B-small set and p, restricted to
Im h, is non-expanding so that g = p  h is non-expanding again;
S(m)k+1: If g = (f0; : : : ; far −1), fi 2 S(m)k for all i 2 ar  and  2  n0, we put again
(g) = p  ((f0) _ : : : _(far −1)) ;
then (g) is non-expanding because (fi) are non-expanding, by the induction
hypothesis, so that h = (f0) _ : : : _(far −1) is non-expanding and Im h is a B-
small subset of Pn because Im hPn[i; B] if fi 62 S(m)k−1 (in this case, fi = 0(: : :)
so that Im(fi)B0 B).
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(b) If m = 0, then T
(a0; a) is just the set P and we dene (g) to be the map
sending the single element of P0 to g 2 P.
6.3. Next we show that the map  dened in 6.2 is, in fact, a bijection of T
(am; a)
onto Metr((Pm; m); (P; )). For m = 0 this is trivial, so we suppose that m  1.
To dene a map  of Metr((Pm; m); (P; )) into T
(am; a) inverse to , to every
non-expanding map g : (Pm; m)! (P; ), we rst assign a rank r(g) as follows:
(a) if g = (m)j or g is a constant map with the value in 0, we set r(g) = 0;
(b) else, Im gB, by (iii) in Lemma 6.1, and we let r(g) to be the smallest k for
which Bk \ Im g 6= ;, where Bk is as in 4.5, i.e. B =
S1
k=1 Bk .
Next we dene (g) by an induction on r(g), and so that d((g)) = r(g) will hold.
For r(g) = 0, we put
(g) =
(
(m)j if g = 
(m)
j ;
  (m) if g is a constant with the value  2 0 :
Then clearly r(g) = d((g)).
Let r(g) > 0. Then Im gB. Since (P; ) is connected, (Pm; m) is connected, and
hence Im g is also connected. Thus, by (iv) in the lemma, there exists precisely one
 2 n0, say  2 n with n  1, such that Im gB. Since p−1 is a non-expanding
map, the maps g0 = 
(n)
0  p−1  g; : : : ; gn−1 = (n)n−1  p−1  g are non-expanding and
g = p  (g0 _    _gn−1) :
By 4.5, the map p sends (0[
S
2n0
j=1;:::;k−1
B; j)n onto
S
j=1;:::;k B; j and hence necessarily
r(gi) < r(g) for all i 2 n. Thus (gi) in T
(am; a) is dened and d((gi)) = r(gi),
by the induction hypothesis. Then we set
(g) = ((g0); : : : ; (gn−1)):
Clearly (g) 2T(am; a) and r(g) = d((g)). We want to show that (g) 2T
(am; a).
This is evident when  2  n 
. To prove this in the remaining case of  2 n \ 
,
we proceed by induction on r( ) = d(( )).
(a) if d((gi)) = 0 for all i 2 n, then ((g0); : : : ; (gn−1)) is not in T
(am; a)
only in the case that (gi) = 
(m)
 (i) where  : n ! m is a one-to-one map, see 4.7. But
then h = g0 _    _gn−1 = (m) (0) _    _(m) (n−1) is a surjective map Pm ! Pn such that
p  h is not non-expanding whenever p is not non-expanding. Since g = p  h is
supposed to be non-expanding, necessarily Im h is a B-small subset of Pn. But then
((g0); : : : ; (gn−1)) is in T
(am; a).
(b) if d((gi)) > 0 for at least one i 2 n, with d((gi)) = maxj2n d((gj)), then
d((g)) = 1+d((gi))> 1, so that (g) is in T
(am; a) by the induction hypothesis
(gj) 2T
(am; a) for all j 2 n and by the denition of S(m)k+1 in 4.7.
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6.4. The map  dened in 6.3 is clearly an inverse of the map  from 6.2. Hence 
gives, for every m, a bijection of T
(am; a) onto Metr((Pm; m); (P; )). It is clear that
these maps can be extended to a representation T(;
)! Metr.
6.5. To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we need only construct a metric  on the
set P = T
(a0; a) with the properties (i){(iv) of Lemma 6.1. For this construction,
we use the Main Theorem of [14] which provides a metric % on a set P with a given
subset B with card B = card(P n B)  2@0 , having the following properties:
() (P; %) is connected, diam(P; %) = 1 and %(b1; b2) = 1 if b1; b2 2 B, b1 6= b2;
() if t is an arbitrary Hausdor topology on P such that B is t-closed, and if %
determines on P n B the restriction t=(P n B) of t, then any continuous map
f : (P; t)! (P; t) which is not the identity is either constant or ImfB.
Clearly, if P =T
(a0; a) and B = P n 0 (see 4.5) for a signature  with card0 
2@0 +card(n0), then card B = card(P nB)  2@0 and this result of [14] can be used.
Accordingly, we begin with a metric % satisfying () and () above, and construct our
metric  on P by the transnite procedure described in 6.6 below.
6.6. We dene two descending chains of pseudometrics
u on B and  on P ( for  2 Ord)
as follows:
 = 0: we set u0 = %=B and 0 = %, where % is as in 6.5;
if  is a limit ordinal: we set u = inf < u and  = %  u where  is as in 5.2,
that is, (x; y) = minf%(x; y); inf a;b2B(%(x; a) + u(a; b) + %(b; y))g;
if  =  + 1: we set u(x; y) = 1 whenever x 2 B1 , y 2 B2 , 1; 2 2  n 0 and
1 6= 2; if x; y 2 B for some  2 n, n  1, we denote x = p−1 (x), y = p−1 (y)
and set
u(x; y) =
8>><
>>:
()n( x; y) if  62 
 ;
~( x; y) if  2 
; where ~ is as in 5.3
(i.e. ()n  ~  1; ()n 6= ~ and
()n; ~ coincide on all B-small subsets of Pn) ;
and  = %  u again.
One can prove, by induction, that
(a) u0  u1  : : : and 0  1  : : :;
(b) every (P; ) is connected, and all  determine the same topology on P n B.
Since there is only a set of pseudometrics on P, the two descending chains have to
become stationary, that is, for some ordinal  we must have u = u+1 and  = +1.
We set  = , and then show that (P; ) satises (i){(iv) in Lemma 6.1. We proceed
as follows.
6.7. First, we have to show that the pseudometric  is a metric. The proof is analo-
gous to the proofs of the corresponding statements in [12, 16], for Top and Unif ,
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respectively. As in [12] or [16], we construct a real-valued symmetric function h on
P  P such that 0  h  1, h(x; x) = 0 and h(x; y)> 0 for x; y 2 P, x 6= y, and show
that (x; y)  h(x; y) for all x; y 2 P and all ordinals . We construct h inductively
as follows:
(a) for x; y 2 0 we set h(x; y) = minf%(x; y); %(x; B) + %(y; B)g;
(b) if h is dened for all x; y 2 0[
Sk
j=1 Bj, we extend the denition to 0[
Sk+1
j=1 Bj
in a following way:
() for x; y 2 Bk+1, we dene
h(x; y) = 1 if x 2 B1 ; y 2 B2 ; 1; 2 2  n 0; 1 6= 2
h(x; y) = maxfh(x0; y0); : : : ; h(xn−1; yn−1)g if x; y 2 B; ar  = n  1;
and (x0; : : : ; xn−1) = p−1 (x); (y0; : : : ; yn−1) = p
−1
 (y) ;
() for x 2 Bk+1, y 2
Sk
j=1 Bj, we dene h(x; y) = h(y; x) as in ();
() for x 2 Bk+1, y 2 0, we dene h(x; y) = h(y; x) = %(y; B).
One can see easily that h(x; y)> 0 whenever x 6= y and
(1) h(x; y) = %(y; B) if y 2 0; x 2 B ;
(2) h(x; y) = 1 if x 2 B1 ; y 2 B2 ; 1; 2 2  n 0; 1 6= 2 ;
(3) h(x; y) = maxfh(x0; y0); : : : ; h(xn−1; yn−1)g for x; y 2 B;  2  n 0;
(x0; : : : ; xn−1) = p−1 (x); (y0; : : : ; yn−1) = p
−1
 (y) :
By (1), (2) and (a) above, we get %  h. Hence   h, by transnite induction and
5.2.
6.8. Finally, we show that  satises (i){(iv) of Lemma 6.1. Since  =  = +1, the
map of Pn onto B, underlying to p with  2 n for some n  1, carries an isometry
of (Pn; n) onto (B; =B) whenever  62 

of (Pn; ~) onto (B; =B) whenever  2 
 :
This implies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.1. We show (ii) more in detail. Thus let  2 
.
Then p, investigated as a map of (Pn; n) onto (B; =B), is a composition of f and
g,
(Pn; n)
f!(Pn; ~) g!(B; =B);
where f is carried by the identity of Pn and g is the above isometry. Since f is
not non-expanding and any its restriction to a B-small subset is non-expanding, see
5.3, so is p = g  f. The statement (iii) follows from the properties of the metric %
(see () and () in 6.5) and from the fact that  is a metric (so that it determines a
Hausdor topology) determining the same topology as % on the set PnB. The statement
(iv) follows from the connectedness of (P; %) and the denition of u for  2 Ord.
Therefore  is a metric satisfying (i){(iv), and this concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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7. What can be recognized from T(;
) ?
7.1. We wish to prove the following statement:
if  is a nitary signature, 
1; 
2 n0 and card(n \
1) 6= card(n \
2),
then, for every l  n, the n-segment of T(;
1) is not isomorphic to the
n-segment of T(;
2).
We prove this under some assumptions about  and 
1, 
2. Since these assumptions
are not too restrictive, the above statement can be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Some parts of this paragraph are similar to the corresponding statements in [12] where
only the simpler case of 
1; 
2 n (0 [ 1) has been investigated.
7.2. We introduce the notion of a clone n-cell, invariant under isomorphisms of alge-
braic theories (or of their segments), see below, and, in the Characterization Lemma
of 7.5, we show how it relates to  and 
.
Thus, let (T; F) be a clone or a clone segment with a base object a, and let n  1
be a natural number. A morphism f 2T(an; a) is called an n-cell of (T; F) if it is
(a) one-to-one in the sense that F(f) is one-to-one and f 6= 1a whenever n = 1;
(b) indecomposable in the sense that if f = f2  f1 and f2 2T(a; a) then
f2 = 1a whenever n > 1 ;
f2 = 1a or f1 = 1a whenever n = 1 ;
(c) maximal in the sense that if g 2T(an; a) and g is not a product projection (n)j ,
then
Im F(f) \ Im F(g) 6= ; ) Im F(g) Im F(f):
Observation. Let (T(1); F1) and (T(2); F2) be clones or clone segments with all con-
stants, and let ai be a base object of (T(i); Fi) for i = 1; 2. Let  : T(1) ! T(2)
be an isomorphism of T(1) onto T(2) or of T(1) onto a segment of T(2), and let
(an1) = a
n
2. Then (see 3.4)
f 2T(1)(an1; a1) is an n-cell of (T(1); F1) i
(f) is an n-cell of (T(2); F2)
7.3. Let  be a nitary signature with
card  1 and 0 6= ; :
We apply 4.1{4.7 to the clone (T; F) withT =T(;
) for some 
n0 (possibly

 = ;) and F =T(a0; ). Using the conventions in 4.5, we recall that
P = F(a) =T(a0; a) ; B = P n 0 :
As in Section 6, we denote p = F() for all  2  n 0. Let n  1. We also recall
the B-small subsets of Pn (Pn[i; B], Pn[i; c], Pn[i; j] and their subsets) introduced in
5.3.
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Lemma. Let f =   h : am ! a be in T =T(;
), let ar  = n > 1. If Im F(h) is
a B-small subset of Pn, then f is not maximal.
Proof. (1) We have f : am h! an ! a in T(;
) so that, by () in 2.3, the morphism
h = (h0; : : : ; hn−1) = h0 _    _hn−1 is also in T(;
), and hence all morphisms
hs = 
(m)
s  h are belong to T(;
). Since Im F(h) is a B-small subset of Pn, we can
nd i 2 n such that
Im F(h)Pn[i; B] or Im F(h)Pn[i; c] or Im F(h)Pn[i; j] :
Choose  2 0 and let (m) : a0 ! am denote the morphism with (m)j  (m) =  for all
j 2 m, i.e., F((m)) sends the unique element of F(a0) to the m-tuple (; : : : ; ) 2 Pm.
Set
~g = g0 _    _gn−1 = (g0; : : : ; gn−1)
where
gi = 
(m)
i ; gs = hs  (m)  (m) for all s 2 n n fig ;
so that, for s 2 n n fig, gs is a term built on   (m) and F(gs) is the constant map
with the value [F(hs)](; : : : ; ).
Clearly, ~g belongs to T(;
).
(2) Now; we verify that Im F( ~g) \ Im F(h) 6= ;: We nd z = (z0; : : : ; zn−1) in
Im F( ~g)\Im F(h) by putting zs = [F(hs)](; : : : ; ) for all s 2 n. Then z = [F(h)](; : : : ; );
and hence z 2 Im F(h). Also; z = [F( ~g)](y0; : : : ; yn−1) where yi = [F(hi)](; : : : ; )
and ys is arbitrary for each s 2 n n fig; and hence z 2 Im F( ~g).
(3) We verify that Im F( ~g) is not a subset of Im F(f).
Let y = (y0; : : : ; yn−1) 2 Pn be such that ys = [F(hs)](; : : : ; ) for all s 2 n n fig
and
yi 62 B in the case Im F(h)Pn[i; B] ;
yi 6= c in the case Im F(h)Pn[i; c] ;
yi 6= yj in the case Im F(h)Pn[i; j] :
Then, clearly, y 2 Im F( ~g) n Im F(h).
(4) Now, we put g =   ~g = (g0; : : : ; gn−1). Since n > 1, at least one gs has the
form hs  (m)  (m), so that g is in T(;
), regardless of whether  is or is not in

. Since F(f) = p  F(h) and F(g) = p  F( ~g) and because p is one-to-one, see
6.1, we have Im F(f) \ Im F(g) 6= ; and Im F(g) n Im F(f) 6= ;, and hence f is not
maximal.
7.4. Lemma. Let h : am ! an belong to T = T(;
), and let n > 1. If Im F(h)
is not a B-small subset of Pn, then h = (m) (0) _    _(m) (n−1) where  : n ! m is a
one-to-one map.
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Proof. We have h = (h0; : : : ; hn−1). If d(hi)> 0 for some i 2 n, then Im F(hi)B, so
that Im F(h)Pn[i; B], i.e. Im F(h) is a B-small subset, which is a contradiction. Thus,
d(h0) = : : : = d(hn−1) = 0. If hi = 0  (m) for some i 2 n, then Im F(hi) = f0g so
that Im F(h)Pn[i; 0], i.e. Im F(h) is a B-small subset, which is impossible. Hence
hi = 
(m)
 (i) for some  (i) 2 m, and this determines a map  : n ! m. If this map is not
one-to-one, that is, if  (i) =  (j) for some i; j 2 n, i 6= j, then hi = hj and therefore
Im F(h)Pn[i; j], i.e. Im F(h) is a B-small subset again. We conclude that  must be
one-to-one.
7.5. Characterization Lemma. Let  be a nitary signature with card > 1 and
0 6= ;, and let 
 n (0 [ 1). Let (T; F) be the clone in which T = T(;
)
and F = T(a0; ), or an l-segment of this clone. Then f 2 T(an; a) is its n-cell
(n  1) i
f =   ((n) (0) _    _(n) (n−1)) where  2 n n 
 and
 : n ! n is a bijection
(and n < l whenever (T; F) is a clone l-segment).
Proof. (1) Let f have the form described in the lemma. We show that it is an n-cell.
Clearly (see 4.5), F(f) is one-to-one and f 6= 1a whenever n = 1. Since Im F(f) = B
(see 4.5) and, for every g 2 T(an; a) which is not a projection, either Im F(g)B
(if g =   h) or Im F(g) \ B = ; (if g =   h with  2 ,  6= , see 4.5), f is
maximal. Finally, we show that f is indecomposable in the sense of 6.2.
Let f = f2  f1. We have f 2 S(n)1 (see 4.7) so that necessarily f1 2 S(n)1 and
f2 2 S(1)1 (see 4.7).
(a) Let us suppose that f2 2 S(1)0 . If f2 was constant, f2f1 would be also constant,
which is impossible. If f2 = 
(1)
0 = 1a, then f1 = f and 7.2 allows this to happen.
(b) Any f2 2 S(1)1 n S(1)0 has the form f2 = (g0; : : : ; gm−1) with  2 m and m  1.
If  6= , then Im F(f2)B and B \ B = ;, so that f = f2  f1 is impossible. If
 = , that is, if f2 = (g0; : : : ; gn−1), then f = f2  f1 = (g0  f1; : : : ; gn−1  f1),
and hence
(g0  f1) _    _(gn−1  f1) = (n) (0) _    _(n) (n−1) :
If n > 1, this is impossible because the right-hand side morphism is an isomorphism
of an onto itself, while the left-hand-side morphism factorizes through f1 : an ! a.
For n = 1, we have only g0 and 
(1)
 (0) = 1a so that we get g0 f1 = 1a. Since there is
no non-trivial split epi in T(a; a), see 4.6, we obtain g0 = f1 = 1a and hence f2 = f.
We conclude that f is an n-cell.
(2) Now, we prove the converse. Thus, let f 2 T(an; a) be an n-cell, n  1.
We proceed by induction on the depth d(f). The case of d(f) = 0 is impossible:
if d(f) = 0, then f is either a product projection or F(f) is a constant, and this
contradicts (a) in the denition of an n-cell. Thus, let us suppose that d(f)> 0, that
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is, f = (h0; : : : ; hm−1) for some  2 m with m  1 and some hi 2 T(an; a) with
i 2 m. We discuss the following two possibilities:
() m = 1: here we have only h0 = h so that f = (h) = h. Since  2 1n
,
 is in T(a; a); since f is an n-cell and  6= 1a necessarily n = 1 and h = 1a, by (b)
in 7.2. Whence f has the required form f =  = ((1)0 ).
() m > 1: Write h = h0 _    _hm−1 { so that f =   h. If Im F(h) is a B-small
subset of Pm, then f is not maximal, see 7.3, and this contradicts (c) in 7.2. If Im F(h)
is not a B-small subset of Pm, then there is a one-to-one map  : m ! n such that
hj = 
(n)
 (j) for all j 2 m. If  was not surjective then F(h) would be not one-to-one {
a contradiction with (a) in 7.2. Consequently, m = n and  : n ! n is a bijection, and
f = ((n) (0); : : : ; 
(n)
 (n−1)). Finally,  must be in n n
 because l = (n) (0) _    _(n) (n−1)
is an isomorphism in T(;
), and hence  = f  l−1 is in T(;
).
7.6. Let  be a nitary signature with card > 1, 0 6= ;. Let 
 n (0 [ 1).
If n  1, and f and g are n-cells in the clone (T(;
);T(a0; )), we say that f is
equivalent to g, and write
f  g ;
if there is a bijection ’ : n ! n such that f = g  ((n)’(0) _    _(n)’(n−1)). Then, by the
Characterization Lemma,
f = ((n) 1(0); : : : ; 
(n)
 1(n−1)) and g = (
(n)
 2(0)
; : : : ; (n) 2(n−1))
for some permutations  1;  2 =  1  ’ : n ! n and some  2 n n 
. It follows that
the maximal number of non-equivalent n-cells is precisely card(n n 
).
Corollary. Let card > 1; 0 6= ; and 
;
0 n (0 [ 1). If card(m n 
) 6=
card(m n 
0) for some m; then; for every l  m; the l-segment of T(;
) is not
isomorphic to the l-segment of T(;
0). Hence; by 3:5;
(T(;
))l non femb (T(;
0))l
whenever card 0  3.
7.7. The situation becomes more complicated once we admit 
 \1 6= ;. The charac-
terization lemma then takes on the following form.
Characterization Lemma (general case). Let  be a nitary signature with card > 1
and 0 6= ;. Let 
 n 0 and let (T; F) be either the clone (T(;
);T(a0; ))
or one of its l-segments. If 1  n < l; then
f 2T(an; a) is an n-cell of (T; F) i
f = s(: : : (1((
(n)
 (0); : : : ; 
(n)
 (n−1)))) : : :);
where  : n ! n is a permutation;  2 n n
; s  0 and 1; : : : ; s 2 1 \
 (and the
prex s : : : 1 is missing when s = 0).
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Proof. The proof is quite analogous to the proof in 7.5. Since we cannot use 1\
 = ;
in the part 2) of this proof, we get the above more general expression for n-cells.
The expression
f = s      1    ((n) (0) _    _(n) (n−1))
does satisfy (a), (b), (c) in 7.2; it does not contradict (a) in 7.2 because 1; : : : ; s are
not in T(;
) (although i      1    ((n) (0) _    _(n) (n−1)) is in T(;
) for
i = 1; : : : ; s).
7.8. The notion of a clone n-cell will be useful not only for the relations iso and femb
of clone segments, but also for their elementary equivalence, that is, the validity of
precisely the same sentences in the rst order language of clones. To describe this
language, it is useful to view an algebraic theory T (with a base object a) as an
!-sorted algebra (where ! denotes the set of all nite ordinals), a concept introduced
in [4].
The carrier Xn of the n-th sort of T is precisely the set T(an; a), and the type of
this heterogeneous algebra is as follows:
(c) for every n 2 !, there are n nullary operations c(n)0 ; : : : ; c(n)n−1 of the sort n [in
our case, these are precisely (n)0 ; : : : ; 
(n)
n−1];
(s) for every n; m 2 !, there is an operation Cmn of the heterogeneous arity mn : : : n
(n occurs in this word m times) with the result of the sort n, i.e.
Cmn : Xm  Xn      Xn ! Xn
[given by the rule Cmn (h; f0; : : : ; fm−1) = h  (f0 _    _fm−1) in our case].
These operations are subject to the equations:
(RU) Cmn (h; c
(n)
0 ; : : : ; c
(n)
n−1) = h for every n 2 !;
(LU) Cmn (c
(m)
j ; f0; : : : ; fm−1) = fj for all m; n 2 ! and j 2 m;
(A) Cpn (h; Cmn (g0; f0; : : : ; fm−1); : : : ; C
m
n (gp−1; f0; : : : ; fm−1)) =
= Cpn (C
p
m(h; g0; : : : ; gp−1); f0; : : : ; fm−1) for all m; n; p 2 !.
[These equations are clearly satised by c(n)i = 
(n)
i and C
m
n (h; f0; : : : ; fm−1) = h 
(f0 _    _fm−1).]
Hence every algebraic theory T determines uniquely an !-sorted algebra of the
type (c)+(s) satisfying the equations (RU)+(LU)+(A). Conversely, every such !-
sorted algebra determines uniquely (up to isomorphism) an algebraic theory T with a
base object a: its objects are an with n 2 !, and T(an; am) is the set of all m-tuples of
elements of the carrier Xn of the nth sort [a unique 0-tuple for m = 0]; the composition
of f = (f0; : : : ; fm−1) 2T(an; am) and g = (g0; : : : ; gp−1) 2T(am; ap) is dened by
g  f = (Cmn (g0; f0; : : : ; fm−1); : : : ; Cmn (gp−1; f0; : : : ; fm−1) ;
equations (A) express precisely the associativity of this composition; the unit of an is
the n-tuple (c(n)0 ; : : : ; c
(n)
n−1), the equations (RU)+(LU) guarantee that it is indeed a (right
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and left) unit; and the object an is really the nth power of a with product-projections
c(n)0 ; : : : ; c
(n)
n−1 2T(an; a).
7.9. The rst order language of the theory of clones has ! sorts of variables, with
symbols x(i), y(i), z(i), x(i)1 , x
(i)
2 , : : : denoting variables of ith sort for i 2 !, the operation
symbols Cnm and the constants c
(n)
i , i 2 n. For n-segments of clones, the corresponding
rst order language has variables of the ith sort for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1 only, and
operational symbols Cmk and constants c
(k)
i with i; k; m  n− 1.
Since we investigate only the case T = T(;
) with card > 1, 0 6= ;, F =
T(a0; ), the variables of the ith sort range through maps Pi ! P (with P =T(a0; a)),
and hence we treat all variables as maps. As is usual, we shall identify elements of P
and constant maps P ! P, so that x(0) will be regarded as x(1) for which the unary
predicate
c(x(1))  (8y(1))(C11 (x(1); y(1)) = x(1))
is valid. The fact that a map Pi ! P is one-to-one is expressed by the predicate
mono(x(i))  (8y(1)1 ; : : : ; y(1)i ; z(1)1 ; : : : ; z(1)i )((y(1)1 6= z(1)1 ) _ : : :
: : : _ (y(1)i 6= z(1)i ))) (Ci1(x(i); y(1)1 ; : : : ; y(1)i )
6= Ci1(x(i); z(1)1 ; : : : ; z(1)i )) :
The fact that a point of P is in the image of a map Pi ! P is expressed by the binary
predicate
x(1) 2 x(i)  c(x(1)) ^ (9y(1)1 ; : : : ; y(1)i )(Ci1(x(i); y(1)1 ; : : : ; y(1)i ) = x(1)) :
7.10. Our ability to control elementary equivalence will be based on the fact that the
notion of n-cell can be also expressed as a predicate in the rst order language of
clone theory. This is shown below.
First we introduce predicates corresponding to statements (b) and (c) in 7.2:
indecomp(x(1))  (8y(1); z(1))((C11 (y(1); z(1)) = x(1))
) ((y(1) = c(1)0 ) _ (z(1) = c(1)0 )));
indecomp(x(n))  (8y(1))(8z(n))((C1n (y(1); z(n)) = x(n))
) (y(1) = c(1)0 )) for n > 1 ;
disj(x(n); y(n))  (:9x(1))((x(1) 2 x(n)) ^ (x(1) 2 y(n)))
y(n) x(n)  (8x(1))((x(1) 2 y(n))) (x(1) 2 x(n)))
max(x(n))  (8y(n))((y(n) 6= c(n)0 ; : : : ; c(n)n−1)
) ((disj(x(n); y(n))) _ (y(n) x(n)))):
Then we dene the n-cell as follows:
cell(x(n))  mono(x(n)) ^ (x(n) 6= c(1)0 ) ^ indecomp(x(n)) ^max(x(n)) :
Corollary. Let (T(1); F (1)) and (T(2); F (2)) be clones or clone segments. If there is an
n-cell in (T(1); F (1)) but there exists no n-cell in (T(2); F (2)); then; for every l > n;
their l-segments are not elementarily equivalent.
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8. Proof of Theorem 2
8.1. Lemma. Let (K; U ) be a concrete category with the transfer property, and such
that K is well-pointed and U is naturally equivalent to K(t; ) for a terminal object
t. Let K be -comprehensive for some   3. Let  be a nitary signature with
card0   + card( n 0); and let 
1; 
2 n 0 be given. Denote T = T();
T(i) =T(;
i) for i = 1; 2; and let g denote their common base object.
Then there exist representations
	 :T!K ; 1 :T(1) !K ; 2 :T(2) !K
such that U	 =T(g0; ) and Ui =T(i)(g0; ) for i = 1; 2.
Proof. Since K is -comprehensive and card0   + card( n 0), there exist rep-
resentations 	 : T ! K and i : T(i) ! K for i = 1; 2. We may assume that all
three functors 	, 1, 2 send g0 to the same terminal object t. But then
T(g0; ) ’K(t; 	( )) ’ U 	( );
T(i)(g0; ) ’K(t; i( )) ’ U i( ) ; i = 1; 2 ;
where ’ denotes the natural equivalence of functors. Since (K; U ) has the transfer
property, the functors 	 : T ! K, i : T(i) ! K, i = 1; 2, can be, respectively,
replaced by functors 	 : T ! K, i : T(i) ! K, i = 1; 2, which are naturally
equivalent to them and satisfy U	 =T(g0; ), Ui =T(i)(g0; ).
Corollary. Since T(1)(g0; gn) = T(2)(g0; gn); we have U (a) = U (b) for the objects
a = 1(g) and b = 2(g). Moreover; the functors 1, 2 transfer the relations ee,
=; iso, femb from the clones Clo(1) = (T(1); F1) and Clo
(2) = (T(2); F2) where Fi =
T(i)(g0; ); i = 1; 2; to the clones Clo(a) and Clo(b) in K. Hence; given 1  2  3
in f1; 2; : : : ;1g; it suces to nd  with card0  + card( n 0) for some   3
(for which K is -comprehensive) and 
1; 
2 n 0 such that
1 = supfn j Clo(1)n = Clo(2)n g ;
2 = supfn j Clo(1)n iso Clo(2)n g ;
3 = supfn j Clo(1)n ee Clo(2)n g :
We give the proof for the case 1  1 < 2 < 3 < 1. While formally dierent,
the remaining cases are similar and somewhat simpler.
8.2. We choose a type
 = 0 [ 1 [ 2 [ 3 ;
in which elements of 1 are indexed by the set Z of integers, say 1 = fi j i 2 Zg,
the set 2 is decomposed into three sets A, B, C with card A = cardC > card B > @0
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and 3 = fg is a singleton. We also require that
card0  + card( n 0);
where  is a cardinal number for which K is -comprehensive. Then we set

1 = fi j i = 1; 2; : : :g [ A ;

2 = fi j i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g [ A [ C [ 3 ;
so that T(2) = T(;
2) is a subtheory of T(1) = T(;
1). We show that for
these algebraic theories, 1 or 2 or 3 are the respective suprema of those n 2 ! for
which T(1)n is equal or isomorphic or elementarily equivalent to T
(2)
n . We use the
notation of 4.1{4.7, i.e. T(gn; g) = L(n) =
S1
k=0 L
(n)
k , and T
(i)(gn; g) is denoted by
S(n)
i =
S1
k=0 S
(n)

i;k as in 4.7.
8.3. First, we show that 1 = supfn jT(1)n =T(2)n g. Since ar   1 for all  2  n0,
no term ((ar ) (0) ; : : : ; 
(ar )
 (n−1)) in which  : ar  ! n is one-to-one exists for any n < 1.
Thus, for n < 1, S
(n)

j = L
(n) for j = 1; 2, and hence T(1)n = T
(2)
n for all n  1.
On the other hand, T(1)1+1 6=T
(2)
1+1 because S
(1)

1 contains the term 0(
(1)
0 ; : : : ; 
(1)
1−1)
which does not belong to S(1)
2 .
8.4. Next we show that 2 = supfn jT(1)n iso T(2)n g. To do this, for n < 2, we
inductively dene n : S
(n)

2 ! S
(n)

1 as follows:
n(f) = f if f 2 S(n)
2 ;0 ;
n((f0; : : : ; far −1)) = (n(f0); : : : ; n(far −1)) for  2 2 [ 3 ;
n(i(f0; : : : ; f2−1)) = i+1(n(f0); : : : ; n(f2−1)) ;
Then  = fn j n < 2g gives an isomorphism of T(2)2 onto T(1)2 . But T(1)2+1 and
T
(2)
2+1 are not isomorphic, by Corollary 7.6, because Clo
(1)
2+1 contains cardC non-
equivalent 2-cells, while Clo
(2)
2+1 contains only card B non-equivalent 2-cells.
8.5. Finally, we show that 3 = supfn j Clo(1)n ee Clo(2)n g. By Corollary 7.10, Clo(1)3+1
and Clo(2)3+1 are not elementarily equivalent because Clo
(1)
3+1 contains an 3-cell (namely
) while Clo(2)3+1 contains no 3-cell. It remains to prove that Clo
(1)
3 is elementarily
equivalent to Clo(2)3 . Clearly, T
(2)
3 is a part of T
(1)
3 , but the obvious inclusion need
not be an elementary embedding. We dene an embedding 	 : T(2)3 ! T(1)3 in such
a way that the inclusion of the image 	(T(2)3 ) into T
(1)
3 is an elementary embedding
(and T(2)3 is isomorphic to 	(T
(2)
3 ), of course).
We select a bijection  of A [ C onto A and then dene maps
	n : S
(n)

2 ! S
(n)

1
for all n  3 inductively as follows:
	n(f) = f if f 2 S(n)
2 ;0 = S
(n)

1 ;0 :
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For elements of S(n)
2 ; k+1, we use the following inductive formulas:
	n(i(f0; : : : ; f1−1)) = i+1(	n(f0); : : : ; 	n(f1−1)); i 2 1 ;
	n((f0; : : : ; f2−1)) = ()(	n(f0); : : : ; 	n(f2−1));  2 2 ;
	n((f0; : : : ; f3−1)) = (	n(f0); : : : ; 	n(f3−1)) :
[Informaly: in any term in S(n)
2 , we replace each occurrence of i by i+1 and each
occurrence of  2 A [ C by () 2 A.]
Clearly, the collection 	 = f	n j n < 3g gives an embedding of T(2)3 into T(1)3 .
To prove that T(1)3 is an elementary extension of 	(T
(2)
3 ), by a theorem of Tarski
on satisability (see Chapter 6 of [5] for its algebraic, 1-sorted version) we need only
to show that, for every formula ’ of the rst order language of clone 3-segments,
for any !-sequence a of elements of 	(T(2)3 ) and for each k  0, if there exists an
element z(i) in T(1)3 of the ith sort for which the sequence a(k=z
(i)) resulting from the
replacement of the kth member ak of a by z(i) satises ’ in T
(1)
3 then there exists an
element y(i) of the sort i in 	(T(2)3 ) for which the sequence a(k=y
(i)) satises ’ in
T
(1)
3 . To do this, we construct an automorphism  = fn j n < 3g of T(1)3 leaving all
members of a given sequence a stationary and sending z(i) into 	(T(2)3 ), as follows.
Since only nitary many symbols  2  are used in z(i) and in each member ak
of the !-sequence a, there exists a bijection t : 2 ! 2 that leaves all  2 2
occurring in a and all  2 A [ B occurring in z(i) xed, and still sends each  2 C
occurring in z(i) to some t() 2 B. Using the bijection t, we then dene a bijection
n of S
(n)

1 onto itself as the replacement of each occurrence of  2 2 by t() in any
term f 2 S(n)
1 (here we omit the evident inductive description of n). It is clear that
 = fn j n < 3g is a needed isomorphism of T(1)3 onto itself.
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